In the paper [8] , the authors make the following conjecture: any bounded ancient mild solution of the 3D axially symmetric Navier-Stokes equations is constant. And it is proved in the case that the solution is swirl free. Our purpose of this paper is to improve their result by allowing that the solution can grow with a power smaller than 1 with respect to the distance to the origin. Also, we will show that such a power is optimal to prove the Liouville type theorem since we can find counterexamples for the Navier-Stokes equations such that the Liouville theorem fails if the solution can grow linearly.
Introduction
The 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes(NS) equations are given as ∂ t u + u · ∇u + ∇p − ∆u = 0, ∇ · u = 0, (
where u(x, t) ∈ R 3 , p(x, t) ∈ R represents the velocity vector and the scalar pressure. The NS equations are one of the most fundamental nonlinear partial differential equations in nature but are far from being fully understood. The global regularity problem of solutions to the 3D NS equations with smooth initial data remains open and is viewed as one of the most important open questions in mathematics [6] .
To study the possible singularity formation for the solution of NS equations, one often scales the solution at the possible singular point. This results in a nontrivial bounded solution existing in the whole space R 3 and the time interval (−∞, 0], which is often referred to as an ancient solution. Information of the ancient solution reveals the singular structure of the original solution. In some sense, the trivialness(u ≡ 0) of the ancient solution equals to the regularity of the solution of NS equations. To study the Liouville type theorem of the ancient solution to the NS equations seems to be the first step to understand the regularity of the solution of NS equations. However, the Liouville theorem of ancient solutions seems also beyond touch if no extra assumption is given. In fact, it is still wildly open even for the stationary case since another old unsolved problem concerning D-solution, which asks if a 3D steady solution of NS equations with finite Dirichlet integral and vanishing at infinity is zero identically. This problem is not solved even in the axially symmetric case. See some recent paper, for examples, [3, 14] .
In 1934, Jean Leray [11] raised the existence of back self-similar solutions of NS equations, which can be viewed as ancient solutions with a uniform profile. In [13] , the authors proved that such solutions must be trivial if the profile belongs to L p (p = 3). Later Tsai [15] improves this result to the case p ∈ (3, +∞]. See also an extension in Chae [2] . In the remarkable paper [5] , the authors proved that L ∞ L 3 solution of NS equations must be regular. The above four papers are all based on the landmark partial regularity theory of Caffarelli-Kohn-Nirenberg [4] . In [4] , the authors showed that the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the singular set of suitable weak solutions must be zero, which indicates that for the axially symmetric NavierStokes(ASNS) equations, blow up can only happen on the symmetric axis.
In this paper, we consider the ASNS equations. In the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), we have x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (r cos θ, r sin θ, z) and the axially symmetric solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is given as
where the basis vectors e r , e θ , e z are e r = (
The components u r , u θ , u z , which are independent of θ, satisfy
We can also compute the axi-symmetric vorticity w = ∇ × u = w r e r + w θ e θ + w z e z as follows
Global in-time regularity of the solution to the ASNS equations is still open. In [7] , ChenStrain-Yau-Tsai proved that a suitable weak solution is regular if the solution satisfies r|b| ≤ C * < ∞. Also, Koch-Nadirashvili-Seregin-Sverak in [8] proved the same result by using a Liouville theorem and the scaling-invariant property of NS equations. Lei-Zhang in [9] proved regularity of the solution under a more general assumption on the drift term b where
). In the paper [8] , the authors make the following conjecture: any bounded ancient mild solution of the 3D axially symmetric Navier-Stokes equations is constant. And it is proved under the assumption that the solution is swirl free (u θ ≡ 0) in [8] . Our purpose of this paper is to improve their result by allowing that the solution can grow with a power smaller than 1 with respect to the distance to the origin. Also, we will show that such a power is optimal to prove the Liouville type theorem since we can find counterexamples for the Navier-Stokes equations such that the Liouville theorem fails if the solution can grow linearly.
Under the situation that u θ ≡ 0, the ancient solution of ASNS reads
(1.4)
Set Ω = w θ r , which satisfies
Here is the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose the ancient solution u of ASNS equations is smooth and no-swirl, then
for any α < 1. Here C is a constant independent of t, r and z.
Some remarks are in followings.
Remark 1.2. The assumption (1.6) indicates that u is sublinearly growing at infinity, which corresponds to the maximally allowed growing condition for the Liouville theorem for the heat equation.
Remark 1.3. Since the axially symmetic solution is smooth, from [12] , we have
So, when r < 1, we can write
where f, g are smooth for t, r, z. Our assumption (1.7) actually is the restriction that f, g are uniformly bounded with respect to t, z.
Remark 1.4. For 2-dimensional steady Navier-Stokes equations, the authors in [1] proved a Liouville-type theorem by assuming that lim sup |x|→∞ |u(x)||x| −α < ∞ for some α < 1/3. For 2-dimensional ancient mild solution of Navier-Stokes equations, the authors in [10] derived a Liouville-type theorem under the condition that lim |x|→∞ (|u(t, x)||x| −1 + |w(t, x)|) = 0. They also proved a Liouville-type theorem of 3-dimensional ASNS system without swirl under the conditions lim r→∞ Ω = 0 and lim |x|→∞ |u(t, x)||x| −1 = 0. The main difference between the result in [10] and ours is that we do not impose any assumption on the vorticity. 
Then we have the following a family of solutions
8)
for any constants C 1 ≤ C * , C 3 , and smooth function C 2 (t). Remark 1.6. When C 1 = 0, the solution (1.8) with C 2 (t) = 0 satisfies the assumption (1.6) with α = 1, which indicates the assumption (1.6) for the power α < 1 is sharp to prove the Liouville-type theorem. We also note that the kind of linear solutions have also been observed in [10] , see Remark 4.1.
Now we outline the proof of Theorem 1.1 briefly. We will use (1.5) to show that for sufficiently large q, we have Ω L q ((−∞,0]×R 3 ) = 0, which indicates that w θ ≡ 0. Then by using Biot−Savart law, we can show that the solution satisfies the Laplace's equation which implies that u is a vector depending only on time if it is sublinearly growing with distance to the origin.
Throughout this paper, C denotes a positive constant which may be different from line to line. Meanwhile, we denote
(1.9)
We also apply A B to denote A ≤ CB. Our main procedure is to show that, for sufficiently large q ≥ 2,
with the help of equation (1.5) and assumptions (1.6), (1.7). Let q ∈ R + be determined later and η be a cut-off function such that
and |η
and it is easy to see that
since u r (t, 0, z) ≡ 0. By the condition (1.6), it follows that
Then we have
(2.8)
The first and third terms on the right hand of (2.8) can be absorbed by the left hand side. Then one derive
where we have applied (2.5). Now we come to estimate I on the right hand of (2.9). Testing (1.5) by
Integration by parts implies
By Young inequality, the first term on the right hand side of (2.11) could be estimated by
(2.12) Combining (2.11) and (2.12), it follows that
(2.13)
Using Young inequality and (2.5), we have
And
At last, By using (1.6), we have
Then we have and divergence-free condition of u, we have ∆u = 0. Since u satisfies the assumption (1.6), which is sublinearly growing with respect to |x|, we can get u = (u r , u z ) = (c 1 (t), c 2 (t)).
Also we have |u r | ≤ Cr, so c 1 (t) = 0. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of the Proposition 1.5
This is a direct computation, so we omit the details.
